
Nominations for LGBT Labour London and South East Co-Chair 
 
Cat Stephens 
catherine.stephens@gmail.com 
(no faceboook, no twitter, how retro) 
 

-woman of Irish descent, active within my CLP (Vice-Chair and Ward 
Secretary) and my 
Labour London & South-East Co-Chair last year. A long time Londoner, I love my city but am 
frustrated that policy often seems based on the needs of London rather than the country as 
a whole. The lives of metropolitan LGBT+ are very different from those of us in rural or small 
town communities and the experience of our community is increasingly fragmented by 
intersection of LGBT+ identity with other issues  e.g., race, migration, economic opportunity.  
 
As Regional Co-Chair, I will seek to  

 increase our diversity, particularly inclusion of ciswomen and BAME, by reaching out 
to Party, broader left and third sector networks to recruit 

 promote recruitment in CLPs and TU LGBT groups so our membership reflects the rise 
in Party membership 

 facilitate contact between members at a local level and develop localised activism 
within the Region 

 organise regular events (social and campaigning)  
 publicise the harm to our community from Tory policies and cuts, often targeted at 

Labour local authorities, which show that Labour is the only Party that truly supports 
our community 

 build a stronger Regional organising base, with an active, diverse, geographically 
widespread committee 

 strengthen LGBT+ participation in the London Mayoral campaign  
 actively seek and act on input from members about what you want from your Region 

 
Jack Kessler 
jackkessler1@gmail.com 
@jackkessler1 

 
I have been working actively as an LGBT Labour member over the past year in the London 
and South East region. I was a frequent and dedicated volunteer for our LGBT Labour 
candidate Wes Streeting in Ilford North for the 2015 General Election. I also campaigned in 
Hove for Peter Kyle in another of our key seats in the region. These two successful 
campaigns were a pleasure to be a part of, and I want to play my part in organising our 

 

meetings during the campaign. This experience added to the roles I undertake as a 
Parliamentary Researcher to Julie Elliott MP, which I want to utilise as the London and South 
East LGBT Labour co-chair. 
 


